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I have just bought this brand new 3rd edition and compared it with my 1st edition. They are almost

exactly the same, even down to the page numbers. This is an old scam by textbook publishers, but

usually they will at least change around the table of contents and put in new diagrams, photos and

tables. Not so with this title.And if the 1st and 3rd editions are almost exact copies, then I'm sure the

2nd edition would be fine too.Also, do not think that you need to buy the "Custom Edition" for your

school, it's just the campus bookstore's and publisher's way of keeping you off  and charging you

double for an already overpriced book.

This is a good chemistry book for anyone in an AP chemistry or college chemistry setting for those

taking their first Chemistry course in a post secondary school setting. I have seen a better book for

this topic but this book does serve its purpose and I would recommend using it consistently

especially if this is assigned in your course. The explanations are fairly straight forward and

examples are numerous throughout the book. If you follow this book there is absolutely no reason

why you shouldn't get an A in the course you are taking unless your teacher decides to digress to

more advanced topics such as Organic Chemistry.

Textbook came slightly damaged and some pages were bent and ripped (it seemed like a

manufacturing error due to the fact that the pages were larger than the rest) but I received them

quickly and at an amazing price. Renting this textbook is worth it.

My book came in at the due date with that brand-new smell and look. All the pages are intact and

nothing is missing. No highlight or pencil marks in the textbook either.Although this purchase costed

my mom $280, what she bought was more than just a normal textbookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•she spent

$280 to invest in my future (jk, she just wants me to pay her back $5000 for every 1 cent she



spends on me...typical parent). xD

Fast Shipping. Excellent quality product. Highly Recommend.

Fantastic deal! Book arrived quickly and is in great shape.

Its a good book, and you can clarify the lecture notes with it. The read is easy and has practical

examples which helps.

This chem class was great because that it used a molecular approach. I felt it made visual models

more easy to follow. My understanding of chemistry has improved from using this text versus others.

Tables are very useful for summarizing information and text is linearly organized and easy to

follow.Also this is the best price anyone in my class got for the text. I am amazed by the

price.However I was VERY disappointed with the sipping. It took weeks for it to get here despite

being shipped from the U.S and arrived on the last date of the guaranteed shipping date which was

provided after purchase. Probably my bad for not reading more clearly, though.
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